NEWS

Lessons from Glasgow
At the climate summit in Glasgow, COP26,
world leaders agreed, among other things,
to halt deforestation and reduce methane
emissions by 30 per cent by 2030. What
does COP26 mean for the Wageningen
research agenda?

‘At COP26 more attention than ever
was paid to nature and nature-based
solutions,’ says Tim van Hattum, Climate
programme leader in the Environmental
Sciences Group. ‘I see the importance
of nature restoration getting onto the
agenda, but it is not clear yet how we
shall tackle things like reafforestation and
wetlands restoration.’ He expects that
more funding will be allocated to research
on nature restoration, with climate and
biodiversity issues as part of that.

Never before have the participants in a
climate summit been so diverse, says Ivo
Demmers, Food Security & Valuing Water
programme leader at WUR. ‘That was
because a lot of meetings were online
and you could easily get participants from
all around the
‘It became
world to drop in
much more
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“think &
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lot more good
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things like
climate adaptation: the practical application of knowledge and plans. ‘It became
much more “think & do”, which was a big
improvement.’
For WUR in the coming years, Demmers

expects this to mean there will be more
climate-smart agriculture projects. Demmers: ‘One example: during the COP,
Bangladesh’s minister of Agriculture
made a visit to Wageningen to discuss
the implementation of the delta plan for
Bangladesh. ‘What form of agriculture do
you adopt in the future? How much food
can Bangladeshi farmers and companies
produce, and which crops can be grown
at which locations? He wants our help
with working that out.’ Demmers expects
more of these kinds of multi-annual
implementation programmes on food and
climate, with WUR as a partner providing
expertise from a distance. as
Read more about the Glasgow Climate
Summit on pages 12-15

Food transition in performance
Lara Sibbing translated her PhD research
into a fairy tale about food policy, which
she performed last week in the Loburg
café.
Lara Sibbing was a food policy officer
for Ede municipality and a parttime PhD
student in the Public Administration
and Policy chair group until early 2021.
She decided to write a play based on
her research. In the play, Sita and the
hamburger war, Sita goes on a quest to
find out how to save her town, which is
in danger of slowly being wiped out by a
broken food system. Along the way, she
meets ‘cowardly politicians, brave officials
and everything in between.’
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Apolitical

More and more Dutch municipalities are
addressing food policy. In the course of
her doctoral research, Sibbing examined
whether local governments succeed in
implementing a food policy. She concluded that the municipalities often
set abstract goals without taking solid
measures. As a result, the transition to

a healthy and sustainable food system
doesn’t get off the ground.
One of the reasons for this, explains Sibbing, is the ‘food system approach’, which
is popular in Wageningen. ‘A nice concept,
because it covers all the elements making
up a sustainable food policy. But the risk
with this systems-thinking is that municipalities identify abstract aims and activities, linking up issues like food waste, animal welfare and the environment, but that
they fail to identify the specific problems.
This renders food policy apolitical and
means that no difficult policy decisions
are taken.’ For effective policy you need to
have the courage of your convictions, she
concludes. She graduated with a PhD on
5 November; her supervisor was professor of Public Administration and Policy
Katrien Termeer.

Fairy tale

Writing a play saved her PhD, says
Sibbing. ‘During the Covid crisis, all I
did was to work on papers at home on
my computer, and I was on the verge of
giving up my PhD research. Then I drew

Lara Sibbing: ‘We ought to treat
PhD researchers more like heroes.’
Photo Guy Ackermans
on my creativity to find some pleasure in
it again. I wrote a fairy tale in the form of
a hero’s journey in which the main character has to overcome all sorts of problems. That’s how I see PhD research too:
we ought to treat PhD researchers more
like heroes.’ as

